Introduction

This document is the compilation of contributions by several members of the SAMBA Education Committee. The purpose is to provide to the SAMBA membership and other visitors to the SAMBA website a contemporary reference list covering many important topics in Ambulatory Anesthesia.

**Outpatient Surgical Procedures and Ambulatory Anesthesia:**

*Recovery Profile and Patient Satisfaction After Ambulatory Anesthesia for Dental Treatment-A Crossover Comparison Between Propofol and Sevoflurane.*
Ohkushi K; Fukuda KI; Koukita Y; Kaneko Y; Ichinohe T.
[Comparative Study. Journal Article. Randomized Controlled Trial]
UI: 27973936
Authors Full Name: Ohkushi, Keita; Fukuda, Ken-Ichi; Koukita, Yoshihiko; Kaneko, Yuzuru; Ichinohe, Tatsuya

*Patients With Type 2 Diabetes: Anesthetic Management in the Ambulatory Setting. Part 1: Pathophysiology and Associated Disease States.* [Review]
Cornelius BW.
[Journal Article. Review]
UI: 27973934
Authors Full Name: Cornelius, Bryant W.

*Updates in Pediatric Regional Anesthesia and Its Role in the Treatment of Acute Pain in the Ambulatory Setting.*
Stein AL; Baumgard D; Del Rio I; Tutiven JL.
[Journal Article. Review]
UI: 28251525
Authors Full Name: Stein, Alecia L S; Baumgard, Dorothea; Del Rio, Isis; Tutiven, Jacqueline L.

*Ambulatory Anesthesia in Outer Space, is it the Future? Improving Care and Outcome in Ambulatory Anesthesia.*
Dabu-Bondoc S.
[Editorial]
UI: 27820739
Authors Full Name: Dabu-Bondoc, Susan.

*Can the Choice of the Local Anesthetic Have an Impact on Ambulatory Surgery Perioperative Costs? Chloroprocaine for Popliteal Block in Outpatient Foot Surgery.*
Saporito A; Anselmi L; Borgeat A; Aguirre JA.
[Journal Article. Observational Study]
UI: 27290959
Authors Full Name: Saporito, Andrea; Anselmi, Luciano; Borgeat, Alain; Aguirre, Jose A.
Outpatient Surgery:

**Safety of Outpatient Thyroid and Parathyroid Surgery: A Propensity Score-Matched Study.**
Meltzer C; Klau M; Gurushanthaiah D; Tsai J; Meng D; Radler L; Sundang A. Otalaryngology - Head & Neck Surgery. 154(5):789-96, 2016 May. [Journal Article. Observational Study] UI: 27006296 Authors Full Name: Meltzer, Charles; Klau, Marc; Gurushanthaiah, Deepak; Tsai, Joanne; Meng, Di; Radler, Linda; Sundang, Alvina

**Cost Savings in Outpatient Versus Inpatient Reduction Mammaplasty.**

**Otto Aufranc Award: A Multicenter, Randomized Study of Outpatient versus Inpatient Total Hip Arthroplasty.**

A Randomized Trial of Prewarming on Patient Satisfaction and Thermal Comfort in Outpatient Surgery.
Akhtar Z; Hesler BD; Fiffick AN; Mascha EJ; Sessler DI; Kurz A; Ayad S; Saager L. Journal of Clinical Anesthesia. 33:376-85, 2016 Sep. [Journal Article. Randomized Controlled Trial] UI: 27555196 Authors Full Name: Akhtar, Zohaib; Hesler, Brian D; Fiffick, Alexa N; Mascha, Edward J; Sessler, Daniel I; Kurz, Andrea; Ayad, Sabry; Saager, Leif.

**Chloroprocaine 10 mg/ml for Low-dose Spinal Anesthesia in Perianal Surgery - a Randomized Dose Finding Study.**
Gebhardt V; Mueller-Hansen L; Schwarz A; Bussen D; Weiss C; Schmittner MD. Acta Anaesthesiologica Scandinavica. 61(2):241-249, 2017 Feb. [Journal Article. Randomized Controlled Trial] UI: 27892594 Authors Full Name: Gebhardt, V; Mueller-Hansen, L; Schwarz, A; Bussen, D; Weiss, C; Schmittner, M D.

**Defining Outpatient Surgery: Perspectives of Surgical Staff in the Veterans Health Administration.**
Mull HJ; Rosen AK; Rivard PE; Itani KM. American Surgeon. 82(11):1142-1145, 2016 Nov 01. [Journal Article. Multicenter Study] UI: 28206946 Authors Full Name: Mull, Hillary J; Rosen, Amy K; Rivard, Peter E; Itani, Kamal M F.
Combination of General Anesthesia and Peripheral Nerve Block with Low-dose Ropivacaine Reduces Postoperative Pain for Several Days After Outpatient Arthroscopy: A Randomized Controlled Clinical Trial.
Buttner B; Mansur A; Hinz J; Erlenwein J; Bauer M; Bergmann I.
[Journal Article. Randomized Controlled Trial]
UI: 28178149
Authors Full Name: Buttner, Benedikt; Mansur, Ashham; Hinz, Jose; Erlenwein, Joachim; Bauer, Martin; Bergmann, Ingo.

NORA:
Growth of Nonoperating Room Anesthesia Care in the United States: A Contemporary Trends Analysis.
Nagrebetsky A; Gabriel RA; Dutton RP; Urman RD.
[Journal Article]
UI: 27918331
Authors Full Name: Nagrebetsky, Alexander; Gabriel, Rodney A; Dutton, Richard P; Urman, Richard D.